
WE’RE HIRING:  UX/UI Designer

ABOUT US

At AiRE, we design, develop and deliver advanced software for the real estate industry, via our
digital employee platform named RiTA. Using artificial intelligence and automation, we help agents
and business owners enjoy a more efficient, enjoyable, and hyper-personalised service experience
for their customers.

This is your chance to work in a fast-growing scale-up with a flexible working culture (an option to
work from home) and a range of growth opportunities.

WHY WE’RE HIRING

Our business is rapidly growing, with customers in Australia and New Zealand and plans to extend
our reach even further. With this growth, we are looking for a new UX/UI designer to join our team to
help expand the capabilities of our platform.

ABOUT THE ROLE

In this newly created role we are looking for a self-motivated, curious individual to work closely with
our Product Owners, Engineers and Designers to create compelling experiences for new product
features across both our web and upcoming mobile application, while also looking to improve
existing platform experiences.

As a UX/UI designer you will be the user advocate, conceiving, designing, and prototyping intuitive
and delightful interfaces and experiences on projects ranging from wireframes and individual
components to full high fidelity designs in collaboration with our talented design team.

Duties and Responsibilities
● Develop sketches, wireframes, prototypes, high fidelity mockups, and design specifications
● Use customer interviews, research, testing and analytics to understand user behaviour and

inform design decisions
● Engaging with our users, conducting interviews to determine insights and communicating these

insights to the wider product team
● Present design solutions addressing both customer and business perspectives to stakeholder

groups
● Collaborate with the design and engineering team to create and maintain well-documented

design systems



ABOUT YOU

The Ideal Candidate Should
● Have 2+ years of UX / UI Design experience with a strong portfolio demonstrating experience in

experience focused solutions for digital products
● Embrace a collaborative approach to solving difficult design
● Be comfortable with feedback: giving and receiving feedback and critique is part of your creative

process.
● Be curious and inquisitive, and not afraid to ask lots of questions to ensure you have considered

all variables when solving a problem.
● Love finding simplexity - making the complex simple through a deep understanding of the

problem at hand.
● Love working in end-to-end Product Design and are T-shaped with your sweet spot in UX and

user experience

Desirable for the Role
● Experience within the Real Estate, Telemarketing
● Experience in Figma & UXPin
● Worked in an agile environment


